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My invention relates to an improvement ina 
method for producing concrete products; and re 
lates more particularly to the formation of con 
crete products having exposed aggregate on the 
surface thereof. 
In the formation of concrete slabs and the like 

with exposed aggregate on the surface, which 
slabs are commonly known as architectural cast 
stone, 0r architectural concrete slabs, the slabs 
are usually formed with the decorative surface 
thereof against the mold. In other words, the 
face of the slab is usually formed against a sur 
face of the mold, such as the bottom or side of 
the mold. The concrete is placed in the mold, 
and cast, tamped, or vibrated to harden the soft 
concrete material in the form of the mold. After 
the concrete is set sufficiently to permit han 
dling, the slabs must be turned to expose the 
face thereof. The cement film is then removed 
by brushing, scrubbing, or tooling the surface 
to expose the aggregate which was mixed with 
the cement for facing. 
This method has several disadvantages. In 

the first place it is necessary that the concrete 
set sufficiently to permit handling of the slab 
before the cement film can be removed. Usually 
the slabs are permitted to remain in the molds 
overnight to permit the concrete to set. Obvi 
ously, the cement film on the surface sets to 
such an extent that it is difficult to remove. Ac 
cordingly it is extremely difficult to finish the 
slab to expose the aggregate. 
Another method sometimes used in the produc 

tion of slabs of this type requires the gluing of 
the selected facing aggregate to the surface of 
the mold. Wet concrete is then poured into the 
mold. The glue holds the aggregate in place dur 
ing the pouring operation, but is gradually dis 
solved by the water in the concrete. Thus, when 
the concrete has set, the slabs may be easily re 
moved from the molds, leaving the aggregate ex 
posed without further treatment. 
This gluing on process does not lend itself to 

using as large a size aggregate as is desirable for 
certain work. A size aggregate over 1/3 inch is 
too heavy and will fall off from the sides of the 
molds. It is a feature of my invention that the 
aggregate may be of any desired size. 

It is the object of the present invention to pro 
vide a method of forming concrete slabs having 
exposed aggregate, which is simple to accomplish, 
and which will permit the casting of the slabs 
with their face uppermost in the mold. Such a 
method is of extreme benefit, as the slabsA need 
not be turned over before the cement film on the 
face thereof can be removed. This simplifies the 
film removal to such an extent that the process 
is much cheaper and quicker than other methods 
which have been used. 

It is a feature of my invention that through 
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the use of my method a concrete slab may be 
formed .which is harder and firmer than others-A 
with which I am familiar. In actual test the 
slabs constructed in accordance with my inven 
tion have proven to be stronger and harder than 
slabs formed in the manners previously employed. 

It is a feature of my invention that the molds 
in which the slabs are cast may easily be made « 
any desired size to fit each individual require 
ment. As the rear surface of the slab is cast 
against the mold, the mold may be more inex 
pensively made than would otherwise be the case. 
In the preferred embodiment of mymethod, the 
mold is made by securing strips the width of the 
finished slab on edge to define the desired shape. 

It is a further feature of my invention to fill 
the mold to a point near the top thereof with 
concrete, and to then place over this concrete a 
coating of a softer mortar-like mix. The aggre 
gate of the desired size is then sprinkled on the 
coating. The aggregate is positioned within the 
coating by rolling the surface thereof with a 
heavy roller. This roller does not force the ag 
gregate particles entirely into the concrete, but 
positions the particles with a fiat surface upper 
most, projecting slightly from the surface of the 
coating. This step in the process holds the ag 
gregate particles in their proper position during 
the vibrating step of the process which follows 
the rolling of the aggregate as described. 
A feature of_my invention resides in the fact 

that my method also offers opportunity to check 
and inspect the closeness and uniformity of the 
spread on aggregate so any defects or percent 
age of surface covering can be corrected and 
regulated at will before the aggregate is vibrated 
down and completely embedded out of sight. By 
my method I thus avoid finding any defective 
place or spots after removing the film that might 
be costly to correct and touch up. 

After the aggregate has been partially rolled 
into the soft mortar-like mass at the top of the 
slab it is pressed firmly with a board, preferably 
equipped with. vibrating means, which acts to 
vibrate the aggregate into proper position with 
the upper surface thereof fiush with the surface 
of the slab. This is accomplished by working 
the relatively soft cement up through the ag 
gregate and pressing the aggregate lparticles un 
til they extend substantially iiush with the sur 
face 0f the slab. _ 

It is common knowledge to the trade, that ad 
ditional water or moisture in some form, applied 
to the product after molding, is necessary to 
cure the product to develop its full strength for 
high quality and, that the greatest benefit will 
be derived if water is applied to the newly molded 
surface of the> product as soon as possible after 
molding. The earlier this is done the better 
will be the ñnal results. My process of mold 



ing the finished surface exposed, permits to do 
this watering during any stage ofthe hardening 
process of the cement which tends to result in 
highest possibleK quality. 
These and’other object 

my invention will be more clearly and fully set 
forth in the following specification and claims. 
In the drawing forming a part1 of my specifi 

cation: ' ` ' 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a mold in 
which the slab can be formed. . 
Figure 2 is a sectional view through the mold 

after it has been ñlled with the `material and 
showing the aggregate as it would appear when 
first applied, after it has been molded, and after 
the vibrating step of _the process has been com~ 
pleted.y ` . ' ' " 

’ Figure'3 is an enlarged section through a por 
tion of the slab showing the aggregate first ap 
plied 'thereto. ' 

Figure VP4 is a view similar to Figure 3 showing 
the position of the aggregate after the .rolling 
step of the process. A 

Figure 5 is `a sectional view through the ñn 
ished slab. ' ~ 

In~ accomplishing the present invention a work 
bench I 0 is provided which forms the base of 
the mold. Anysuitable fiat rigid base may be 
employed for this purpose. Upon the bench sur 
face I0 I provide a pair of longitudinally extend 
ing strips II and I2„usually arranged in parallel 
relationship, which are designed toform two op 
posed edges of the slab. A pair of strips I3 and 
I4 are provided between the strips II and I2 to 
define the ends of the slab. The strips II, I2, 
I3, and I4 are of equal width in preferred form 
and the width of these strips is equal to the de 
sired thickness of the ñnished slab. The frame 
strips are secured together and to the base I0 
in any desired manner. 
The space defined by the strips II, I2, I3, and 

I4 is filled to a level slightly below the upper 
edges of the strips with a suitable concrete mass 
to form the body of the slab. It is usual prac 
tice to ñll'up the molds to a point about one 
quarter of an inch from the upper edges of the 
strips but this distance varies with the thickness 
and size of the aggregate used and may differ 
in different types of construction and surface 
finishes. 

'I‘he mold is then substantially filled with a 
softer mortar-like mix. This mix extends al 
most to the top of the strips forming the frame 
of the mold. As indicated in the drawing, the 
body of the slab is illustrated in general by the 
numeral I5, while the upper layer thereof, which 
is of a softer mix, is indicated by the numeral I6. 
As will be clearly understood there is no definite 
line of division between the body I5 and the 
coating or layer I6, as these two bodies inter 
mingle as the coating is applied. 

After the mold is substantially filled with the 
mortar-like mix I6, I then spread selected ag 
gregate materials on the top surface of the coat 
ing or mix I 6. This aggregate material, which 
is generally crushed rock, covers the entire sur 
face or any desired part of the surface. The ag 
gregate extends partly above the top of the side 
frames of the mold and extends slightly into the 
soft material forming the upper coating I6 of 
the slab. 
After the aggregate has been spread in the de 

sired manner upon the surface of the slab I roll 
this aggregate material with a heavy metal roller 
so as to press the aggregate down into the soft 
cement mixture nearly even with the sides of the 
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2,296,453 
mold. The rolling action is accomplished 
through the use of a roll Il, which is operated in 
the manner of a rolling pin and which engages 
the aggregate, illustratedat I3 andvpresses the 
same partly into>` the 'cement'. I{I'his rolled action 
tends to ñatten the upper surface ofthe aggre 

. gate or to move the aggregate in such a manner 
that a fiat side thereof is uppermost and a pro 
'jecting' portion extends down into the cement. 
'After the rolling operation the aggregate still 
projects slightly above the sides of the mold but 
the fiat'sides of the particles of aggregate are, 

VVin general, uppermost. 
After the aggregate has been rolled in the man 

ner described, and the aggregate positioned, as 
best illustrated in Figure 4, an iron plate is placed 
over the mold and the upper surface of the slab 
is smooth with this plate. The plate is prefer 
ably suñiciently long to extend between the op 
posed edge strips I I and I2 of the mold andby 
sliding the plate 20 longitudinally of the mold 
the upper surface thereof is pressed or ironed 
flat. One or more vibrators 2| are attached to 
the upper surface of the plate 20 so as to vibratey 
this plate. 'I'he vibration of this ironing plate on 
the top of the previously rolled down aggregate 
acts to embed the particles of aggregate in the 
relatively soft mixture I6 on the top surface by 
drawing the motar-like mix between the particles 
of aggregate. The vibrating action acts to 
force the aggregate particles down until the ñat 
top surface thereof is flush with the surface of 
the slab and flush with the sides of the mold. 
This vibrating plate also acts to flatten out the 
particles so as to leave the surface true, with the 
aggregate uniformly flush with the surface of 
the slab providing a very dense and extremely 
ñrm and hard slab. The vibrator acts to com 
pa‘ct the top slab and to form an extremely firm 
and dense surfaced slab. This is a hammering 
sort of vibration. 
The vibrating step of the process might, in 

some instances, be eliminated by pressing the 
aggregate into the cement with some other 
means. However, I have found that the vibrating 
or ironing plate produces a construction which 
is advantageous and which provides a truer uni 
form dense outer surface than would otherwise ' 
be possible. 
The rolling step of the process holds the par 

ticles of aggregate firmly so that these particles 
do not move or jump around when the vibrating 
step is started. The vibration caused by the vi 
brator tends to cause other portions of the mold 
to move slightly and unless the aggregate parti 
cles are partially embedded in the relatively soft 
motar prior to the ironing and vibrating opera 
tion, these particles would have a tendency to 
move about. . 

After the ironing and vibrating steps of the 
process, the surface looks all cement. I then 
allow the surface to reach the desired step of 
hardening and then wash oil? the cement iìlm 
on the surface while the _same remains in its 
original position in the mold. Accordingly it is 
obvious that the cement film may be washed 
off at any desired stage during the hardening op 
eration and need not be postponed until the slab 
has set sumciently to permit movement thereof. 
vIt will be understood that the cement film can 
be washed on’ at a time considerably previous to 
the time when the slab may be moved in its en 
tirety. 

This process will chiefly be employed in making 
what is ordinarily referred to as thin facing slabs 
averaging perhaps 3 to 5 feet square and larger. 
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Such slabs require steel reinforcing embedded 
therein in order to permit safe handling of the 
slabs and to prevent the slabs from cracking 
when in the wall. In making these slabs under 
the present commonly known method, in which 
the face of the slab is east against the bottom of 
the mold, it is of advantage that they be turned 
over at the earliestpossible stage of hardening, 
in order to start the process of removing the ce 
ment film from the surface of the slab while it is 
still in the softest hardening stage. Before be 
ing turned, these slabs must, of course, be hard 
enough to permit handling without cracking. 
The reinforcing ordinarily used in these slabs 

is a welded wire mesh. The heavier the wire 
mesh used, the quicker the slab can be turned. 
However, the softer the slab may be when the 
cement film is Washed from the surface, the 
easier this washing process will be. 
Under the present known method it is cus 

tomary to use a Number 3 or Number 4 Wire 
mesh welded four inches on center. This is a 
much heavier wire reinforcing than is neces 
sary for the slab to give satisfactory perform 
ance in the wall. This heavy reinforcing, how 
ever, makes it possible toÀ turn the slab at an 
earlier stage -of hardening and thus permits the 
surface cement to be washed off at an early 
stage of hardening. Thus the increased cost 
of the heavy reinforcing in the previous methods 
more than offsets the cost of the extra work 
required, in removing the film at a later and 
more hardened stage. 
Under my method it has been described that 

there is no necessity for early handling of the 
slab. The surface of the slab is cast uppermost 
in exposed position. This permits me to start 
the washing operation at any time and at any 
desired stage of hardening. By varying the time 
of hardening varied desired surface effects may 
be obtained. It is, therefore, important that 
the surface of the slab be exposed during all 
stages of hardening. 

I have found that with my method the heavy 
reinforcing which weighs approximately 131/2 
lbs. per 100 lineal feet is unnecessary to provide 
its desired function once the slab has been hard 
ened. Accordingly I am able to obtain the same 
results by using a Number 6 wire made in a 
mesh with the Wire six inches apart. To accom 
plish this result, therefore, saves more than half 
of the weight per square foot in the reinforc 
ing. For these additional reasons I have found 
my method extremely desirable. 
In accordance with the patent statutes I have 

described the methods and _apparatus for ac 
complishing my invention and while I have en 
deavored to set forth the best embodiment there 
of, I desire to have it understood that obvious 
changes may be made within the scope of the 
following claims without departing from the spirit 
of my invention. 

I claim: 
1. The method of forming a concrete product 

in a mold consisting in pouring into the mold 
the concrete mixture, sprinkling aggregate on 
the concrete mixture before the same has set, 
rolling the aggregate material partially into the 
concrete, and pressing the aggregate particles 
into the concrete to extend flush with the upper 
surface thereof. 

2. 'I'he method of forming concrete products 
in a mold consisting in placing plastic concrete 
into the mold, spreading aggregate material onto 
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3 
the upper surface of the concrete before the 
same has set, rolling the concrete particles into 
the concrete before the same has set, and press 
ing the rolled particles into the concrete ma 
terial. 

3. A process for forming concrete products in 
a mold consisting in placing plastic concrete ma 
terial in a mold, spreading aggregate material 
on the upper surface of the concrete in the mold, 
forcing the aggregate partially into the unset 
concrete and ironing and vibrating the upper 
surface of the concrete to press the aggregate 
ñush and to increase the density of the concrete. 

4. A process for forming concrete products in 
a mold consisting in placing plastic concrete in 
the mold, spreading aggregate on the surface 
of the concrete, rolling the aggregate partially 
into the unset concrete and smoothing the sur 
face of the unset concrete by ironing and vibrat 
ing the same to press the aggregate flush with 
the surface of the concrete product being formed. 

5. A method of forming concrete products in 
a mold having an open top, the method consist 
ing in placing plastic concrete material in the 
mold substantially flush with the top thereof, 
placing aggregate material on the unset con 
crete, pressing the aggregate material partially 
into the concrete and then ironing the aggre 
gate material ñush with the surface of the mold. 

6. A method of forming concrete products in 
a mold having an open top, the method con 
sisting in placing plastic concrete in the mold 
substantially flush With the upper surface there 
of, placing aggregate on the surface of the unset 
concrete, rolling the aggregate particles into the 
unset concrete and ironing and vibrating the 
upper surface of the concrete to iron the aggre 
gate particles fiush with the surface of the mold. 

'7. The method of forming concrete products 
in a mold having an open topmthe method con 
sisting in filling the mold to a point substan 
tially flush with the surface thereof with unset 
concrete, placing aggregate on the surface of 
the unset concrete, rolling the aggregate par 
tially into the unset concrete with a roller which 
extends beyond the confines of the mold, and 
surfacing the concrete product by pressing and 
ironing the upper surface thereof with a vibrat 
ing plate which extends across the top of lthe 
mold to press the aggregate ñush with the sur 
face of the mold. 

8. The method of forming a concrete product 
in a mold having an open top consisting in fill 
ing the mold partially full of concrete, cover 
ing the concrete with a surface of softer mor 
tar-like material substantially to the surface of 
the top of the mold, placing aggregate on the 
relatively soft material, pressing the aggregate 
partially into said material and ironing and vi 
brating the aggregate to press the same ñush 
with the surface of the relatively softer mortar. 

9. A method of forming a concrete product 
in a. mold having an open top, the method con 
sisting in ñlling the mold partially full of con 
crete, covering the concrete with a softer mor 
tar-like material substantially to the upper sur 
face of the mold, placing aggregate material 
upon th'e softer material, pressing the aggregate 
partially into the softer material and ironing 
and vibrating the upper surface of the softer 
material -to press the aggregate iiush with the 
upper'surface of the softer material. 

GEORGE J. SAFFERT. 


